Common Problems and Advice to Change the Parts

1) Problem 1: Display panel shows “888” all the time.
   After plug in, the cabinet display continuously shows “888”→“U2.0”→“Inner humidity value”, the the power board should be changed.

2) Problem 2: Function lacks or abnormal on display panel.
   To check the DIP switch on the main control board;
   To check the wire connection. For cabinet with one dry unit, the wire should connect to JP6 or JP8; for cabinet with two dry units, it should connect to JP8 or JP9.
   If both DIP and wire connection is OK, then the main board should be changed.

3) Problem 3: The display shows “U2.0” all the time, the buttons donot work; or it shows “o” “99” all the time, then to check the wire connection of the sensor, if the connection is Okay, then the sensor should be changed.

4) Problem 4: Humidity is set 5%, but it cannot drop to 5% with no door open.
   Then press ON/OFF, and plug in,then the flap on the rear side would face outside and recycle 1 will light. After about 10 mins, the back side of the cabinet would be hot. And when power off, the flap would turn to face inside. If not, it would be problem of dry unit, and dry unit should be changed.

5) Problem 5: The panel shows partial of the humidity, and the buttons donot work, but the dry unit works normally, then the control panel should be changed.